
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1449

what!

Upon hearing this, Bai Yi’s face was completely pale!

She stared at Lin Fan angrily, and scolded:

“Lin Fan, why are you talking nonsense like this? Did you know that

you were in a big disaster!”

Although she also hated Dong Mingfeng, he did not dare to make such

an insult to insult Mr Dong!

That is the Patriarch of the Dong family, who is considered their

predecessor in the medical industry!

If they offend this medical family, can their New Bai clan continue to

be involved in the medical industry in the future?

Lin Fan’s anger at this moment has harmed their Xin Bai family

miserably!

“Wife, do you think that if you bow your head to them, they will settle

down? You are too naive!”

Lin Fan said with a smile:

“Today the Dong family has already approached me and threatened

me, if they don’t sell the formula, they will buy us forcibly!”

what!

Bai Yi’s face suddenly became extremely ugly!

After doing it for a long time, it turned out that the Dong family didn’t

even plan to let them go.

“Then you scold well!”

Bai Yi said viciously.

“Well, Bai Yi, you dare to be so ignorant to promote! I tell you, you are

completely finished!”

Dong Mingfeng gritted his teeth and threatened. There has never been

anyone who would dare not give their Dong family face so much.

The mere ants, dare to be arrogant?

It’s damn it!

“Today, I will let your Xinbai family bankrupt and Jiangshi will be

completely removed!”

Then, he took out his cell phone and dialed Dong Qianqiu’s angrily:

“Grandpa, I’m at the Bai’s house now! You guys come here quickly!”

what!

At this moment, Bai Yi was also shocked by the harsh words of the

other party!

If the Dong family really intends to take action against the New Bai

family, then they can’t stop it!

How to do?

However, when Bai Yi was in chaos, Lin Fan looked indifferent and

said with a smile:

“I think it is not us who is going to ruin the family, but your Dong

family, right?”

Ok?

Dong Mingfeng was taken aback for a moment. He didn’t expect that

Lin Fan had already died so close that he even dared to talk nonsense.

He really didn’t know whether to say that Lin Fan was confident or

stupid!

“My Dong family went bankrupt? I think you are crazy, right? Do you

think that you two wastes alone can shake the foundation of my Dong

family?”

Dong Mingfeng’s face was full of viciousness:

“When you die, you still have a stiff mouth. I’ll see for a while, can you

still laugh!”

boom!

just!

His voice just fell!

Outside, there were bursts of impatience and fierce car roars, and then

one after another luxury cars stopped in front of the Bai’s house one

after another!

Full of style!

Still waiting for them to react, the person in the car stumbled and ran

out of the car, looking panicked.

what!

At this moment, not only Dong Mingfeng, but even Bai Yi was

completely stunned!

Dong family, are you here so fast?

Dong Mingfeng has just finished making a phone call, the Dong family

has already arrived?

how can that be!

follow closely!

A car door was pushed open, and a figure familiar to Dong Mingfeng

came down quickly, wiping cold sweat continuously, but greeted

everyone to go to Bai’s house.

“Father…Father?”

Dong Mingfeng was taken aback. He had just finished the phone call

when his father came. Isn’t this incredible?

However, there is more to it!

In addition to seeing Dong Qianqiu, he also saw all the high-levels of

Dong’s Medicine, and saw all of them file in with nervous expressions!

boom!

Dong Mingfeng was completely shocked, and only felt that the scene

before him was like a dream. All the senior leaders of the entire Dong

family descended to Jiangshi together and appeared in the Bai family?

At this time, seeing the big brothers of the Dong family are coming,

Bai Yi’s face was full of deep anxiety.

And soon!

There was a smirk on Dong Mingfeng’s face:

“Bai Yi, my Dong family has arrived, you wait to die! Hahaha!”
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